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Pick one of them. You read the text carefully and try to understand the ideas and why he is writing them
textual analysis. The Learning Center has tips on Taking Notes 5. Through the modern era technologies
evolved and avant garde was not just a matter of being ahead in you design concepts, How does it fit the site?
The goal of the paper is to share those insights with your peers so the field as a whole will learn how to design
better. Each was designed for a different feel; as civility and people evolved, Romanesque style gradually
became Gothic. What are the views from one place to another? This profession has been around since the 1st
century CE when Vitruvius, a Roman architect, called it De architectura. It was developed due to common
architectural problems experienced during the medieval times. As you analyze what you have found, you are
looking for some set of details that seems to answer some aspect of your question. His own home, The Red
House â€” in Bexleyheath, Kent, designed by Philip Webb, exemplified his Arts and Crafts Movement with
informal, vernacularly derived forms and materials that hearkened back to a simpler time. It does not stand
alone in that distinction Scope out sources before you commit yourself to a long-term research. American
architects adapted these British ideas to their own context. Tall buildings depended on the passenger elevator
and the development of metallic cage construction that was fireproofed, insulated, and ornamented in brick,
stone, or terracotta. Burnham was born just outside of New York City on September 4,  These details should
be representative of a more general condition. Big Questions and Smaller Ones. Since prehistoric times,
people have created architecture to shelter their activities and to express societal or personal values. Just pick
one. This analysis should be directed toward the answer of some small question within the Big Question.
MacDonald, W. Moffett, M. To the OP, I assume this is more of an opinon piece instead of a research paper
you're chasing. Architecture and Design are highly subjective subjects so you can rant for hours on anything
and it still wont not be wrong or correct. Often you start with a vague idea of both then focus them in relation
to each other. See also:. This is a private property! The architects of this period wanted to incorporate those
advances in their designs, thus bringing forth an experimental period. This entire region has substantially high
levels of humidity as a result of the maritime climate. Who was the audience? What do they have in common?
Now outline your argument using the details with references that you have discovered to support your case.
Check to see whether that information is available 5. In exploring and understanding this subject, one must
study the history and development of individual museums and galleries, observing the exterior architecture as
well as the internal design, and the reasons behind any developments or renovations done to the buildings.
There is tremendous variety in the details of the Doric and Ionic orders, and the early tentative experiments
toward a new order with a bell-shaped capital surrounded by leaves, which had been made in the fifth century
B. What were the dominant issues of the day, both political and philosophical? From your analysis you believe
that the form of the house induces airflow thesis and you demonstrate that it does through your analysis. Your
research may draw you in directions that you had not thought about before. Pick an example that seems to
represent a larger group or an idea and analyze it in terms of your question. I apologized and explained to her
how exciting it was for me to find this place, after being lost in Vienna for two hours. Conant, K. This process
of focusing from a big issue to smaller issues within it may take several stages. They are sometimes
conventional, and at other times, they are not


